1. Sample preparation 22x30 mm 2 #1.5 glass coverslips are sonicated in methanol for 20 mins, followed by UV/O3 treatment for 90 mins to expose surface hydroxyl groups. Thiolation of slides is then achieved by preparing a 1:9 solution of (3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTES) : absolute ethanol. MPTES was purchased from Sigma (175617). Cleaned slides are then immersed in this solution for 3 minutes, followed by rinsing with ethanol and then sonication in methanol. The glass surface is now thiol functionalized.
Gold nanorods with mean dimensions of 120 x 38 nm 2 are purchased from NanoPartz Ltd (A12-40-780), and concentrated 3x to yield an optical density at 780 nm of 3, with CTAB adjusted to 1 mM. This nanorod solution is then spin coated onto the thiol functionalized slides. The surfactant CTAB is then removed from the gold nanorod surface by washing the slide sequentially with a 1M NaCl solution, phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 1x), MilliQ water, and methanol. This procedure results in sparsely deposited nanorods with a density of ~0.01 particle per µm 2 .
Single-particle spectroscopy
Dark-field spectroscopy and polarization studies are performed with the same microscope and objective. These measurements are performed directly after fluorescence measurements, to avoid shifting the sample position and to facilitate correlation.
White light is delivered from a fiber coupled halogen light source (Thorlabs) to the sample through high angle excitation via the objective. Scattering is collected, and directed to the EMCCD via a 50/50 beam splitter. Immediately in front of the EMCCD is a filter wheel containing 18 bandpass filters with 10 nm band-width, ranging from 670 to 880 nm. Wide-field images are recorded with each filter in front of the EMCCD, giving a hyperspectral dataset.
Each spot in the images is then fit with a 2D Gaussian to extract the wavelength dependent scattered intensity for each particle. A Lorentzian function is then fit to these measurements to accurately extract the LSPR scattering peak and linewidth of all particles in the field of view. Particles with a poorly fit Lorentzian (due to e.g. double peaks) or a linewidth above 190 meV are discarded as being clusters.
For polarization measurements a similar process is repeated. The wavelength filter in front of the EMCCD is set to 800 nm, the average plasmon peak wavelength of the nanorods. An analyzer polarizer is then added in front of the EMCCD. Images are recorded at 10° rotation intervals from 0° to 180°. Gaussian fitting is again used to reconstruct the polarization dependent scattering intensity for each nanoparticle.
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3. DNA sequences
Here we describe the DNA sequences used in this experiment. Docking sites are formed from the hybridization of the docking and blocking strands, with thiolated ends available to bind the complex to gold, while the opposite side contains a 10 nt toe-hold to which the imager strand will bind. All oligos were purchased from IDT Ltd., and purified by HPLC. Functionalization of the nanorods is then achieved by drop-casting 50 uL of this solution onto a nanorod coated slide, leaving it to react for 30 mins. After 30 mins, the docking strand buffer is washed from the slides using 1X PBS, and gently dried with N 2 flow. The DNA-functionalized nanorod sample is then immediately mounted into the flow cell (Warner Scientific) for DNA-PAINT experiments.
Imager strand solution
The fluorescently tagged imager strand, the sequence of which is described in section 3, is purchased from IDT Ltd. First, 10 mL of 1x PBS was prepared, with the ionic strength increased to 600 mM with the addition of NaCl. To this solution, 1 µL of 1 µM imager strand stock solution (aliquoted, kept at -20°C) was added, resulting in a final concentration of 100 pM of imager strand in solution. This solution should be prepared immediately before conducting DNA experiments. Solutions were freshly prepared before each experiment.
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6. DNA-PAINT experiments DNA-PAINT experiments on gold nanorods are performed as follows. The flow cell containing the DNA-functionalized gold nanorods (prepared as described in section 4) is mounted into a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope. Imager strand solution is then flowed through the flow cell under a flow rate of 100 µL/min. The sample is then excited with 532 nm laser light (SpectraPhysics Millennia Pro) in an objective-TIR configuration through an oil immersed objective (APO TIRF 60x, Nikon). The excitation intensity was 500 W/cm 2 in the focal plane. The sample was kept in focus using a Perfect Focus system (Nikon).
The emission is directed to an Andor iXon 888 EMCCD camera through a 532 nm long pass dichroic beam splitter (Semrock) and a 545-605 nm band-pass filter (Semrock). The EM Gain was disabled and the integration time set to 500 ms with a read-out rate of 1 MHz. A region of interest of 450 x 450 px, or 76 x 76 µm was captured. The total system magnification was ~60 x, with the Gaussian approximation of the point spread function yielding standard deviation of σ ≈ 1 pixel, or 170 nm.
Binding events were collected for 120 minutes or 14k frames. Fluorescent time traces for three single nanorods are shown below in Figure S1 , plotting the maximum signal within a 4x4 pixel ROI centered on the nanorod. Interesting to note is that despite imager strands being constantly refreshed, a marked reduction in binding events occurs for all particles during the course of the measurement, potentially due to detachment or blocking of thiolated docking strands 1 .
Figure S 1 Timetraces of the peak intensity in a 4x4 pixel region-of-interest around three individual particles. Each burst
represents the association and dissociation of a fluorescently labelled imager strand.
Detection and fitting of binding events
Binding events can persist for multiple frames and are detected as events when their intensity exceeds:
Per event, all frames that persist above this threshold are merged together. This gives a summation of signal from both the bound fluorophore, and from the underlying nanorod 1PL. This contribution from 1PL must be subtracted to yield the signal from only the fluorophore 2 . This process is depicted in figure SX , with a binding event detected above threshold, lasting for 18 frames and shaded in green. Intensity in this ROI is summed over these frames. Either side of this event for 50 frames, frames with intensity below the threshold are averaged to obtain a high SNR image of the nanorod 1PL only. The NR 1PL distribution is then subtracted from the integrated event.
This then returns only the fluorescence from the bound imager, with 1PL contribution removed, shown in the bottom left. The Maximum Likelihood Method 3 is then used to fit a Gaussian to this distribution, and extract the binding centroid. The residual of this fit is <1% of the original signal. The average residual of all events was ~3%. The mean fitted sigma of the Gauss was found to be 161 nm, or 0.94 pixels, close to the ideal case of σ = 1 pixel 3 .
Figure S 2 Timetraces of the peak intensity in a 4x4 pixel region-of-interest around an individual particle. The green shaded area indicates a time window in which an imager strand is bound. The red shaded area indicates a time window in which only 1PL from the nanorod is present. The bottom left image shows the subtraction of the two, leaving only the imager emission. The sresiduals after fitting a 2D Gaussian to the imager emission is shown in the bottom right.
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The distribution of event durations is plotted in Figure S2 . The event duration is governed by single molecule interaction kinetics and should follow a single exponential behavior. This is indeed the case, with the distribution of residence times fit well by a single exponential with k off = 0.28 s -1 and τ off = 3.6
s. This value is close to the value of k off = 0.20 s -1 measured by Jungmann et al. for a similar 10-mer sequence 4 .
Figure S 3 Distribution of residence times, fitted with a single exponential. Events in the tail of the distribution are likely due to multiple binding events occurring at the same time and are discarded from the reconstructions.
The distribution of the total integrated photon count from all reconstructions across the 25 nanorods are plotted in Figure S3 . Overlaid is a lognormal distribution fitting the integrated photon counts, revealing an average of 2.8x10 4 photons per integrated event. Given an overage background count rate of 500 photons, an average localization precision of 5.7 nm was determined 3 . Figure S 4 Integrated photon count for all events on a single particle.
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Procedure for nanoparticle reconstruction
After detection and fitting of all events we corrected for drift, non-specific binding, poorly fitted events, and events with low photon count. First, drift correction is applied by sampling the 10 nanorods with the brightest 1PL emission at 532 nm excitation. The center of these nanorods was regularly localized during times at which no imager is bound. From the 10 nanorods the average displacement from t = 0 s was determined and is used for drift correction.
The localization cloud for each nanorod is then centered at [x,y] = [0,0]. Events which exhibit poor Gaussian fits (residual > 10%) and low photon count (N tot < 1000 photons) were discarded.
A second fine drift correction step is then applied to these points. All localizations of all particles are combined into a single matrix. All localizations centered at [0,0] for each nanoparticle. Moving window averaging is then applied to determine the mean location of all localizations with time. With no drift, this should always fall at [0,0], however if drift is present, the mean location of all the points will deviate from the origin over time. If a time dependent deviation is found, it is used to globally correct this fine drift. After the first step drift, absolute fine drift does not exceed 30 nm over a 2 hour measurement. After fine drift correction, no deviation is observed, to an accuracy of 5 nm.
Density filtering is then applied to remove outliers due to non-specific binding of imager strands to the coverslip. An outlier is defined as a localization with less than 15 neighbors within a 30 nm radius.
We then determine the nanoparticle size by an error ellipse fitting method 5, 6 . The following procedure was implemented in MATLAB:
1. The covariance of the x and y localization data was calculated.
2. Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this covariance were then calculated. 3. The orientation angle of the nanorod was determined from the angle of the largest eigenvector. 4. The larger and smaller eigenvalues are then scaled to fit 95% of the localizations. These scaled eigenvalues represent the length and width of the error ellipse bounding the points. 5. Given the estimated geometry, nanorod shaped outlines with length, width, and orientation are generated and overlaid onto the data. 6. The resultant dimensions are then used in all fits and statistics. 
10.
Estimation of the number of docking sites per particle
In the case of a single rate-limiting step, the waiting time between events follows Poisson statistics 7 .
We plot the distribution of the waiting time between for 25 particles in the first 10 minutes of the measurement in Figure S4 . We fitted a Poisson distribution resulting in a mean wait time between binding events of τ on = 60.3 seconds.
Figure S 6 Distribution of waiting times, averaged over 25 nanoparticles.
The association rate to the nanoparticle is found from the following equation, given t on and the concentration of c = 50 pM used here:
The association rate on the nanoparticle originates from many individual docking strands capturing imaging strands. The diffusion limited association rate of a single 10-mer was found to be k on = 2.3 x
The average number of docking sites on the surface a particle, N, is then given by:
Given the approximate surface area of a 120 x 38 nm 2 nanorod, this corresponds to one docking site per 15 x 15 nm 2 area of nanorod surface. Consequently the rigid docking site can freely pivot around the thiol bound without steric hindrance from neighboring docking strands.
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Electromagnetic simulations
Numerical simulations of the dipole radiative decay rate enhancement and scattering spectra are performed using core scripts included in the MNPBEM toolbox and Matlab. For all calculations, the dielectric function of gold is interpolated using the data from Johnson and Christy.
The radiative decay rate is calculated according to: The orientation averaging of the radiative decay rates is performed based on the perpendicular and parallel dipoles with respect to the surface of the nanoparticle. Since there are two degrees of freedom when dipoles are parallel to the surface, the parallel component is multiplied with a factor of 2:
In the dipole simulation, a gold nanorod of the size 120 x 38 nm 2 is placed in a non-absorbing medium with a refractive index of 1.33 (water), and with orientation-averaged dipoles at the tip along the long axis, and at the side aligned with the center of nanorod. The radiative decay rate enhancement is then calculated by scanning the dipole wavelength at both positions from 400 nm to 1000 nm. We approximate the dipole with a single-wavelength emitter.
In the scattering spectra simulation, the gold nanorod is also placed in water and is located above a BK7 glass substrate (n=1.517) with a 1 nm gap between the bottom of the particle and the glass surface. A plane-wave excitation polarized along the long axis of the nanorod is used to excite the particle. By scanning the excitation wavelength the full scattering cross section of single gold nanorod can be calculated. The spectra are then fitted with a Lorentzian line shape, from which the longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelengths are extracted and compared with experimental data.
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AFM Measurements
Dried samples of DNA-coated gold nanorods immobilized on a glass surface were imaged using peak force tapping mode on a BioScope Catalyst AFM (Bruker Instruments, Massachusetts, USA). ScanAsyst-air tips with a resonance frequency of 70 kHz and a spring constant k of 0.5 N/m are ysed. 500 x 500 nm 2 scans were performed at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz and a maximum force of 2 nN. All images were post-processed using flattening in the Nanoscope software.
ATTO 532 Chemical structure
The supplier provided chemical structure of the ATTO 532 dye from ATTO-tec is shown below, before conjugation to DNA. It has a quantum yield of 0.9 and is of neutral charge before conjugation. 14.
